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'Make the Switch' was initiated in 2018 as a part of the Boomerang

Alliance's 'Plastic Free Places' program. It is a collaboration between

Plastic Free Byron and Byron Shire Council, under the NSW EPA Waste

Less, Recycle More initiative funded from the Waste Levy. 

The primary goal of the program is to reduce the amount of identified

single-use plastic packaging used by participating businesses, markets

and events within Byron Shire. The project is in its second year of

funding, and in that time has secured over 60 member cafes and 8

events and markets, and has eliminated one million pieces of plastic.  

The project targets six single-use plastic items which represent

problematic and prolific sources of the litter stream; water bottles,

foodware (cups, cutlery, plates etc.), straws, coffee cups/lids, takeaway

containers and plastic bags.

To achieve reductions, we engage directly with food retailers and

market vendors to join as a member and switch away from single-use

plastic, either through elimination or replacement with reusable or 100%

compostable alternatives. Members who eliminate all of our target

plastic items are awarded the status of "plastic Free Champion'.

We also encourage individuals to support our members and reduce their

own plastic footprint.  

ABOUT 'MAKE THE SWITCH'
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At the beginning of 2020, on-ground work was set to focus on building member

numbers, providing continued support to existing members, and expanding our

presence in the event and market space. However, the rollout of these targets

was immediately affected by the COVID lockdown, which significantly limited

member participation.

As a result, and on request from Byron Shire Council, the program was

effectively put on hold for 6 months from the period April 1 - September 30,

2020.

Because of Jobkeeper, we were able to keep our coordinator employed during

this period. During lockdown, focus was placed on building networks and

partnerships, spreading the word throughout the community, and providing

businesses with advice on alternatives during COVID, which were well received

and shared on social media.  

We have also been developing a program specifically for the hotels sector and

are working alongside a resort in Byron to deliver attainable and realistic plastic

reduction goals. Once finalised, the program will be available to roll out through

the Byron Shire, and will act as the primary location for a Hotels Program

throughout the Plastic Free Places communities across Australia.  

2020 SUMMARY
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The program has had to evolve to the

unpredictable climate over the past six months,

brought about by the uncertainty of COVID-19.

Whilst the pandemic has affected businesses

signing up as new members, engagement with

existing members, whilst being down, has

remained steady and positive. Face-to-face

interaction has been limited, but with attention

being focussed on social media and informative

blogs and guides, members have still been able

to access information and content, which has

been highly relevant and valuable at a time when

the  use of single-use items has greatly increased. 

It has been very positive to see that the majority

of members have engaged in plastic-free

practices throughout the duration of the

lockdown period. Despite seeing an increase in

the quantity of single use items, very few

members reverted back to  using plastic items,

and instead engaged best practice of

compostables and the slow reintroduction of

reusables. 

Many members have expressed their concern

over the increased use of single-use, albeit

compostable, but nonetheless, still wasteful, and

have sought innovative ways to reduce their

plastic and waste impact through other avenues.

For example, newly appointed Plastic Free

Champions, Byron Fresh Cafe, recently swapped

coffee suppliers to local roasters Marvel Street,

and have successfully eliminated single-use

coffee bags from their waste stream in place of

reusable buckets. 

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT AND OUTCOMES

We have partnered with local coffee

roasters, Marvel Street, and now receive

our beans in reusable buckets in place 

of single use coffee bags.

BYRON FRESH CAFE 

FOOD RETAIL SECTOR ENGAGEMENT

Cafes have also benefited from the support

provided by the program to help clear up the

confusion surrounding reusables and BYO during

the pandemic.

The Plastic Free Places team has sought to

communicate the advice of NSW governing

bodies, staying up to date with regulations and

reiterating viable solutions on ways to avoid

waste during the pandemic. 

One such solution to keep the BYO culture

relevant was our highlighting how cafes can do a

'contactless pour', which gained nationwide

attention. 
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The beginning of 2020 laid the foundation for

the launch of the 'Refill Here' program. This is

our reusable drink bottle program aimed at

providing affordable reusables as a viable

alternative to single-use, when access to clean

and free drinking water is made readily

available through the advertisement from

participating businesses and the 'FindTap' app. 

The trial received great interest whilst in the

development phase but was severely halted

when the rolling out of the bottles coincided

with the same week that NSW experienced it's

first COVID lockdown. 

With businesses initially being forced to close

or sell only takeaway, as well as the initial

misinformation and fear surrounding reusables,

the efficacy of the trial was voided. 

Follow up consultation with participating

venues since easing of restrictions suggests

that the drink bottles are steadily selling to

happy customers, however the businesss are

not tracking sales for the purpose of the trial.

This situation will be reviewed and feedback

from businesses sought as to whether a more

wide-scale program may be viable.  

REFILL HERE PROGRAM

DRINK BOTTLE GIVEAWAY

To salvage some the situation, Make the Switch

and Byron Shire Council announced a giveaway

of the drink bottles via social media outlets in

order to increase community engagement and

highlight opportunities for reuse.

The giveaway gained significant traction on

Plastic Free Byron's social media, appealing

largely to tourists interested in the program as

well as having a keepsake from their travels to

the area. 
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The program details:

The current Make the Switch program for cafes &

restaurants does not capture the full spectrum of

single-use plastics reduction opportunities or

considerations needed for the accommodation

sector. 

Resorts, hotels and backpacker accommodation

all have different clientele, needs, budgets and

operational structures that need to be understood

to develop an engaging and effective program

strategy for the sector.

By working alongside a well established resort

with sustainability goals as a core focus, the

program is  being developed and utilised as an

attractive framework for widespread use and

reference in the Byron Shire and other Plastic

Free Places communities.  

The program will specifically look at single-use

items in rooms, conference centres and common

areas such as pools, gyms and spas, and will

provide suitable alternatives for identified widely

used items. 

When finalised, we believe this program will

prove a popular addition to the Make the Switch

program.  

HOTEL SECTOR ENGAGEMENT

With member engagement and on-ground work

slowing down over the COVID period, the extra

available time while on Jobkeeper has enabled

the development of an approach to expand the

Make the Switch program into the Hotel sector. 

With Byron Bay being one of the main epicentres

of tourism in Australia, it seems of great

importance to develop a program that supports a

more sustainable tourism future. 

To best achieve a viable program aimed at

reducing single-use plastics in hotels, we have

enlisted the help and support of a local resort,

The Byron at Byron. 

The Byron at Byron's onsite restaurant are already

Plastic Free Champions, however have also

expressed a desire to look at their wider

operations and how best they can reduce plastic

in their rooms, conference facilities and common

areas.

This is a fantastic opportunity for the program to

grow and expand and achieve significant and

quanitifiable plastic reduction results.

While currently still in trial phase, we hope to

make this program available to hotels throughout

the Byron Shire in 2021.  
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KPI’s for the program are the number of food

retailers, markets and events who sign up as a

member, and the amount of identified plastic items

removed from use by our members. 

We obtain ordering data from our members. Because

we audit member practices upon commencement of

the program, we are able to record what plastic

items they were using prior to joining. 

When an item is eliminated, we can calculate

average ordering quantities per month of each

eliminated item from the data provided. This

system allows for robust data reporting. 

Plastic items eliminated by events and markets

are harder to quantify, as food vendors

participate in the program but often do not join

as a member. Therefore, plastics eliminated from

events and markets are not included in our

figures. 

Pease note: there was a break in program funding from April 2019 - Aug 2019 and no on-ground work

was conducted during this time.

*Plastic Free Champions are members that have eliminated all of our key plastic items (straws, coffee cups &

lids, takeaway containers & lids, food ware (cutlery, plates, cups etc), water bottles & bags).

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

DATA- MAKE THE SWITCH - 31 JULY 2018 - 30 SEPT 2020

NO. OF ITEMS ELIMINATED MONTH-BY-MONTH
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NEXT STEPS
Continue to sign up new members and facilitate a switch away

from single-use plastics. 

Continue to increase benefits and resources for members.

Continued data collection to ensure the project meets

required outcomes.   

Increase the reusable coffee cup and container network in to

create a viable and convenient system for users.

Continue to grow the the reusable water network across Byron

Shire and sign member businesses up to the TAP app. 

Finalise the Hotels sector program and implement with the

assistance of the Byron at Byron, and make it accessible to

other hotels within the Shire. 

Increased focus on assisting businesses with solutions on 

 back-of-house plastic and waste issues.

www.plasticfreebyron.org/maketheswitch
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